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"Mysterium sanctfficationis of the Eucharistic sacrament and the rite of the

washing of the feet"

Fr. Michał Orlicki - ABSTRACT

On the doctoral dissęrtation titled "Mysterium sanctfficationis of the Eucharistic

sacrament and the rite of the washing of the feet" the author, Fr. Michał Orlicki, in

general, compares and breaks down two diffęrent liturgical realities, namely:

Eucharist and the washing of the foot-washing rite, better known as mandatum. This

work is a personal attempt to answer to the following questions: to which degree does

the mystery of sanctification (mysterium sąnctfficationis) sanctify men? What arę the

condition to its ęffectiveness and fruitfulness? Moreover, this dissertation

demonstrates that despite the apparent lack of correlation between these two realities,

for example that only the Eucharist is a sacrament, both of them are actually two

aspects of the same mystery, two faces of the same realiĘ, i.e, Jesus'Christ, "Pre

sacrament" and his humble love, which offers itself tothe brothers unreservedly.

What compelled thę author to do-this research is presented in this dissertation the

notable past and rank of thę mąndatum, p|acing it, sincę the first centuries, not during

the ritual of the Holy Thursday, but on those of the Easter Vigil, i.e, right in the very

cęnter of the three sacraments of christian initiation. It's not just another one of the

many sacramentals or something facultative (ad libitum) during the rites of the Holy

Thursday, as it's usually understood nowadays. Moreover, for centuries, during the

christian initiation, pedilavium was one of the complementary post-baptismal rites,

and among the oriental christians of Asia Minor - as the documents suggest - was,

most probably, a valid form of ministering baptism, which provokes a drastic change

on the approach of the theme. Although they, nowadays, diverge in liturgical status

and rank in the hierarchy of the rites, the author denotes that both belong to the same

rich treasure of salvific means, which the Mother Church disposes, even more by the
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fact that the washing of the feet, today one of the many sacramentals, was instituted

personally by Christ.

In order to reach the proposed aim of this dissertation, the author in his ręsearch

undertakes a deep analysis of somę of Jesus' speeches, that are traditionally used in

the thęology of the Eucharist. More precisely thę following ones: "If any man eats of

this bręad, he shall live for evęr" (Jn 6,51b)"'Give us this day our daily bread" (Mt

6,11) and "Do this in remembrance of me" (Lk 22,I9b). To these words the author

propounds well known in the Church, although less used and different from this

mostly used (nearly an exclusive sacramental and eucharistical) interpretation. This

benefits to demonstrate, that the Eucharist is not merely a pious and thę loftiest of all

the prayers or forms of cult, as we may often hear, but a dynamical and paschal

reality, which has power to deify, to christform and enables man to follow Christ, who

gives his life without reservation for the brothęrs. Furthermore, it intends to stress the

factthat a higher fruitfulness (fructuositas) of the Eucharist in christian life does not

depends much on the quantity, but on the consciousness of how one celebrate it. The

same can be said about the washing of the feet and its hidden mystery of

sanctification. It's not the very rank of the rite that determines its infallible efficacy

and its spiritual implications, but a whole series of different factors - such as

preparation, inner disposition or even the way of celebrating, just to name somę of the

thęm - which this doctoral disseńation takęs into considęration.

Despite this dissertation's belonging to the dogmatic theology, it may be

included, comparatively and interdisciplinary, into the researches of sacramentology,

it's also a helpful tool for academic and pastoral work to enlighten the baptized about

the mystery of the Eucharist and the mąndatum to be and always aware of what links

them - the most important thing, which is the mysterium sanctificationis.
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